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Abstract. In this paper we give a combinatorial formula to calculate the Euler characteristic
of an analogue of a Deligne-Lusztig variety if we replace Frobenius morphism with conjugation
by an element for GLn. The main theorem states that it only depends on the unipotent part
of the Jordan decomposition of an element and the conjugacy class in the Weyl group. Also it
generalizes the formula of the Euler characteristic of a Springer fiber for type A.
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1. Introduction
Suppose an algebraic reductive group G over an algebraically closed field k is given. If k is an
algebraic closure of a finite field with some fixed Frobenius morphism, then [DL76] defined X(w)
for any element w in the Weyl group of G which is now called a Deligne-Lusztig variety. Likewise,
if we replace the Frobenius morphism with conjugation by g ∈ G, we obtain its analogue, denoted
by Yw,g in this paper. Note that it can be defined over any field k.
The variety Yw,g is studied by e.g. [Kaw75], [Lus80], [Lus85], [Lus11], [Lus12], [Lus14], [Kim16],
etc. Also when w is the identity, it coincides with the definition of a Springer fiber of g ∈ G. In this
paper we describe the ℓ-adic Euler characteristic (or Euler-Poincare´ characteristic) of Yw,g when
G = GLn(k). Note that it has a following meaning: we let πw : Yw → G as in the introduction
of [Lus85]. Then the ℓ-adic Euler characteristic of Yw,g is the same as that of (πw)!QℓYw at g ∈ G,
where QℓYw is a constant Qℓ-line bundle on Yw.
The main result of this paper asserts that this Euler characteristic, denoted by χ(Yw,g), is
easy to calculate for G = GLn(k). Indeed, it only depends on the unipotent part of g in its
Jordan decomposition and the conjugacy class of w in the Weyl group of G. Also there is a simple
combinatorial formula to calculate such χ(Yw,g). This generalizes the well-known formula of the
Euler characteristic of a Springer fiber for type A. We expect that similar properties hold for
reductive groups of other types.
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2. Some notations and definitions
Here we fix some notations and definitions which are used throughout this paper. For a group
H and subgroup K ⊂ H , we let NH(K) be the normalizer of K in H . For any element h ∈ H , we
denote the centralizer of h in H by CH(h). We define H to be the set of conjugacy classes in H .
For any C ∈ H, we set CH(C) to be CH(h) for any h ∈ C, which is well-defined up to conjugacy. If
H is a topological group, then we set H0 to be the identity component of H which is a topological
subgroup of H .
For a finite dimensional C-algebra A, we denote by Irr(A) the set of irreducible representations
of A over C. If H is a finite group, we often write Irr(H) instead of Irr(C[H ]). We set Ĥ to be the
set of all virtual characters of H over C, which is equivalent to the Z-span of Irr(H). For h ∈ H
and E ∈ Ĥ , we denote by tr(h,E) the character value of E at h. For C ∈ H define tr(C, E) to be
tr(h,H) at any h ∈ C.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p (which can be zero) and G = GLn(k).
For a variety X over k and a prime ℓ 6= p, χ(X) denotes the (ℓ-adic) Euler characteristic of X
defined by the following formula.
χ(X) :=
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i dim
Qℓ
Hic(X,Qℓ)
Recall that
∑
i∈Z(−1)
i dim
Qℓ
Hic(X,Qℓ) =
∑
i∈Z(−1)
i dim
Qℓ
Hi(X,Qℓ) by [Lau81]. Also we denote
the constant Qℓ-line bundle on X by QℓX .
We fix a standard basis e1, · · · , en ∈ kn and consider G as the set of invertible n× n matrices
with respect to this fixed basis. Let B0 ⊂ G be the subgroup of G consisting of all upper triangular
invertible matrices which is a Borel subgroup of G. Also let T0 ⊂ B0 be the subgroup of B0
consisting of all diagonal invertible matrices which is a maximal torus of G. Thus B0 stabilizes
the standard flag [0 ⊂ 〈e1〉 ⊂ 〈e1, e2〉 ⊂ · · · ⊂ 〈e1, · · · , en〉 = kn] and T0 stabilizes each 〈ei〉 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For any g ∈ G, we let g = gsgu be the Jordan decomposition of g such that gs ∈ G is semisimple,
gu is unipotent, and gsgu = gugs. We define the Jordan type of g to be the partition of n which
corresponds to the sizes of Jordan blocks of g.
We identify NG(T0)/T0 with the Weyl group of G denoted by W . Let S ⊂ W be the set of
simple reflections which corresponds to the choice of the Borel subgroup B0 ⊃ T0. More specifically,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 we set si ∈ S to be the image of the linear map kn → kn in NG(T0)/T0 which
fixes each ej for j 6= i, i + 1 and swaps ei and ei+1. Furthermore, we identify W = Sn where each
si corresponds to the transposition (i, i+ 1). Note that (W,S) is a Coxeter group. For w ∈W , we
let l(w) be the length of w which is the length of any reduced expression with respect to S.
For a partition λ = (λ1, · · · , λr) ⊢ n, we set Sλ := Sλ1 × · · · × Sλr . We often regard Sλ as a
subgroup of Sn in a natural way which is well-defined up to conjugacy. Also we let λ! := |Sλ| =
λ1! · · ·λr!. We define the cycle type of w ∈ Sn to be the partition of n corresponding to the sizes
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of disjoint cycles of w. Likewise, we define the cycle type of C ∈ W to be that of w for any
w ∈ C.
For a set X and an endomorphism σ : X → X , we denote by Xσ the set of fixed elements in
X by σ. Likewise, if a group H acts on X then we denote by XH the set of fixed elements in X
by all elements in H . If Y is a finite set, we denote by |Y | the number of elements in Y . Thus
in particular, if σ : X → X has the finite number of fixed elements in X , then |Xσ| denotes the
number of such elements. Also for any x ∈ X , we write σx for σ(x). If G is a group, then we often
regard g as an automorphism ad(g) : G→ G, thus for any x ∈ G or X ⊂ G we write gx for gxg−1
and gX for gXg−1.
Let B be the flag variety of G which parametrizes all the complete flags in kn or equivalently
all the Borel subgroups of G. We usually identify B with G/B0. For B,B′ ∈ B, we write B ∼w B′
for some w ∈ W if there exists g ∈ G such that gB = B0 and gB′ = wB0. For w ∈ W and g ∈ G,
we define the following variety.
Yw,g := {B ∈ B | B ∼w
gB}
Note that if we replace ad(g) by the Frobenius morphism, then this is the Deligne-Lusztig variety
X(w) corresponding to w ∈ W defined by [DL76, Definition 1.4]. The main purpose of this paper
is to calculate χ(Yw,g) for any w ∈ W and g ∈ G.
3. Main theorem
Definition 3.1. For λ, ρ ⊢ n, we define Xλρ := ind
Sn
Sλ
idSλ(w) where w ∈ Sn is any element of cycle
type ρ.
It is equivalent to 〈pρ, hλ〉 where pρ is the power symmetric function corresponding to ρ, hλ
is the homogeneous symmetric function corresponding to λ, and 〈 , 〉 is the usual scalar product
defined on the ring of symmetric functions. Equivalently, if we expand pρ in terms of monomial
symmetric functions, Xλρ corresponds to the coefficient of the monomial corresponding to λ. For
more information we refer readers to [Sta86, Chapter 7]. In particular, Xλρ ∈ N.
Here we present the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.2. For g ∈ G, let g = gsgu be the Jordan decomposition of g and gu ∈ G be of Jordan
type λ = (λ1, · · · , λr) ⊢ n. Then for any w ∈ W which is of cycle type ρ = (ρ1, · · · , ρs) ⊢ n, we
have χ(Yw,g) = Xλρ .
In particular, χ(Yw,g) only depends on gu and the conjugacy class of w. If w = id so that it is
of cycle type ρ = (1, · · · , 1), we have the following well-known result. (For more information one
may refer to [Lus04], [Fre09], etc.)
Corollary 3.3. For g ∈ G such that its unipotent part gu ∈ G is of Jordan type λ = (λ1, · · · , λr) ⊢
n, the Euler characteristic of the Springer fiber of g is n!
λ1!···λr!
.
Remark. Suppose k = Fq where q is a power of some prime p > 0 and F is the (split) Frobenius
morphism on G with respect to Fq. Then recall that for a Deligne-Lusztig variety X(w), by [DL76,
Theorem 7.1] we have
χ(X(w)) = (−1)l(w)|GF |p′ |T
F
w |
−1
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where Tw ⊂ G is the rational torus of type w ∈ W and |GF |p′ is the largest divisor of |GF | prime
to p. (The type of a rational maximal torus will be defined in the next section.) If we regard the
expression of χ(X(w)) as a polynomial of q, then as q → 1 we have X(w)→ n! · δw,id. By Theorem
3.2, this is the same as χ(Yw,g) when g ∈ G is semisimple. Indeed, there are several phenomena
which assert that “the Frobenius morphism converges to a (regular) semisimple element as q → 1”,
cf. [Lus10], [Kim16, Theorem 4.12], etc.
4. Finite field case: Combinatorial method
In this section we prove Theorem 3.2 in case of k = Fq where q is a power of some prime p > 0.
In this case our proof is based on combinatorics. For λ = (λ1, · · · , λr), ρ = (ρ1, · · · , ρs) ⊢ n, we
define P (ρ, λ) to be the set of functions
ζ : {1, · · · , s} → {1, · · · , r}
such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r we have λi =
∑
ζ(j)=i ρj . Similarly, we define [P (ρ, λ)] to be the set of
functions
ξ : {ρ1, · · · , ρs} → {λ1, · · · , λr}
such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r we have λi =
∑
ξ(ρj)=λi
ρj . Here we regard {ρ1, · · · , ρs} and
{λ1, · · · , λr} as unordered multisets. Then there is a canonical map
[−] : P (ρ, λ)→ [P (ρ, λ)]
given by “forgetting the order of parts of the same size.” Then it is easy to see that the relation
ζ ∼ ζ′ ⇔ [ζ] = [ζ′] is an equivalence relation on P (ρ, λ), and thus [P (ρ, λ)] is identified with the set
of equvalence classes of P (ρ, λ).
Example 4.1. Suppose λ = (7, 3), ρ = (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) ⊢ 10. Then P (ρ, λ) consists of the following
functions.
ζ1 : 1, 2, 3 7→ 1 4, 5 7→ 2
ζ2 : 1, 2, 4 7→ 1 3, 5 7→ 2
ζ3 : 1, 3, 4 7→ 1 2, 5 7→ 2
ζ4 : 2, 3, 4, 5 7→ 1 1 7→ 2
Among them ζ1 ∼ ζ2 ∼ ζ3 which are not equivalent to ζ4. We have
[ζ1] = [ζ2] = [ζ3] : 3, 2, 2, 7→ 7, 2, 1 7→ 3
[ζ4] : 2, 2, 2, 1 7→ 7, 3 7→ 3
Note that |P (ρ, λ)| = 4 = Xλρ in this case. This is not a coincidence; We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Xλρ = |P (ρ, λ)|.
Proof. We fix a subgroup Sλ ⊂ Sn and wρ ∈ Sn of cycle type ρ. By definition Xλρ is the number
of elements vSλ ∈ Sn/Sλ such that v
−1
wρ ∈ Sλ. But it is easy to show that there is an one-to-one
correspondence between such vSλ and elements in P (ρ, λ) by looking at the cycle decomposition of
v−1wρ in Sλ. 
Remark. If we use another definition of Xλρ that it is the coefficient of the monomial corresponding
to λ in the expression of pρ, then it is a direct consequence of [Sta86, Proposition 7.7.1].
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Let F be the Frobenius morphism with respect to Fq. It acts on G by raising each matrix entry
to the power q. We may assume that g, gs, gu are of Jordan normal form, thus g ∈ BF0 and gs ∈ T
F
0 .
Assume gu is of Jordan type λ = (λ1, · · · , λr) ⊢ n and gs is of Jordan type λ
′ = (λ′1, · · · , λ
′
r′) ⊢ n.
As each Jordan block of gu is contained in some Jordan block of gs, there exists a corresponding
canonical map
(Eq 1) φg ∈ [P (λ, λ
′)]
which corresponds to the information of such containment.
We define Ls := CG(gs) = CG(gs)
0, which is isomorphic to (GLλ′1×· · ·×GLλ′r′ )(k) and contains
gu and T0. Also we define Ws = NLs(T0)/T0 to be the Weyl group of Ls, which we identify with
Sλ′ . It is naturally a subgroup of Sn by the inclusion map NLs(T0)/T0 →֒ NG(T0)/T0. Note that
(Ws, S ∩Ws) is also a Coxeter group.
For any rational maximal torus T ⊂ G, we denote the Deligne-Lusztig induction defined in
[DL76] by RGT : T̂
F → ĜF . We set idT ∈ Irr(T
F ) to be the trivial character of TF so that
RGT idT ∈ Ĝ
F is well-defined. Also for any g ∈ G such that gT0 = T , the image of g−1F g in
NG(T0)/T0 is well-defined up to conjugacy. By abuse of notation, we define the type of T to be one
of the following.
(a) The image of g−1F g in NG(T0)/T0, denoted by w ∈ W .
(b) ρ ⊢ n where ρ is the cycle type of w.
(c) C ∈ W for w ∈ C.
Conversely, for such w, ρ, C we denote by Tw, Tρ, or TC a rational maximal torus of type w, ρ, or C,
respectively. It is well-defined up to conjugation by GF .
We want to calculate |(Yw,g)F | and show that it is a “polynomial of q.” This is related to χ(Yw,g)
by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose a variety X is defined over Fq. If there exists a polynomial φ(x) ∈ C[x] such
that |XF
m
| = φ(qm) for all but finitely many m ∈ Z>0, then χ(X) = φ(1).
Proof. For i ∈ Z, let αi,1, · · · , αi,di be eigenvalues of Frobenius on H
i
c(X,Qℓ). Then by Lefschetz
trace formula we have
|XF
m
| =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i
di∑
j=1
αmi,j
for any m ∈ Z>0. Note that χ(X) =
∑
i∈Z(−1)
i
∑di
j=1 α
0
i,j =
∑
i∈Z(−1)
idi. By canceling out αi,j
with the same value and different parity of i, we may assume that
|XF
m
| = αm1 + · · ·+ α
m
a − β
m
1 − · · · − β
m
b
for some algebraic integers α1, · · · , αa, β1, · · · , βb such that αi are different from βj . Note that
χ(X) = a− b. By assumption, there exists φ(x) = cdx
d + · · ·+ c1x+ c0 ∈ C[x] such that
φ(qm) = cdq
md + · · ·+ c1q
m + c0 = α
m
1 + · · ·+ α
m
a − β
m
1 − · · · − β
m
b
for all but finitely many m ∈ Z>0. But then it is easy to see that it is true for all m ∈ Z. Now the
result follows by letting m = 0. 
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In order to calculate |(Yw,g)F | we follow the argument in [Lus80, Proposition 2.1] or [Lus11, 1.2].
We first consider the GF -module F = HomC(BF ,C) where the action is defined by (g · f)(B) :=
f(g
−1
B) for g ∈ GF and f ∈ F. Then the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hq := EndGF (F) over C is defined
and it has a C-basis Tw ∈ Hq labeled by elements in W which acts on F as follows.
Tw(f)(B) =
∑
B′∈BF ,B∼wB′
f(B′)
As an algebra Hq is generated by Tsi for si ∈ S with relations given by
(1) TsiTsi+1Tsi = Tsi+1TsiTsi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,
(2) TsiTsj = TsjTsi if |i− j| > 1,
(3) T2si = (q − 1)Tsi + qTid for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Also for any E ∈ Irr(W ), there exists Eq ∈ Irr(Hq) with the following property. If we regard q in
Hq as an indeterminate, then Hq becomes C[W ] as q → 1 with Tw → w, and tr(Tw , Eq) becomes
tr(w,E). Now we have the following decomposition
F =
⊕
E∈Irr(W )
Eq × XE
of Hq ×G
F -modules. In case of G = GLn(k), XE is given by the following formula. (e.g. [Lus84,
Proposition 12.6])
XE =
1
|W |
∑
w∈W
tr(w,E)RGTw idTw =
∑
C∈W
1
|CW (C)|
tr(C, E)RGTC idTC
For B ∈ BF , we let 1B be the indicator function, i.e. 1B(B′) = δB,B′ . Then we have
(gTw1B)(B
′) =
∑
B′′∈BF ,B′∼wB′′
1B(
g−1B′′)
which is 1 if B′ ∼w gB and 0 otherwise. In other words, we have
gTw1B =
∑
B′∈BF ,B′∼wgB
1B′ .
Thus it follows that |(Yw,g)F | = tr(gTw,F). As F =
⊕
E∈Irr(W )Eq × XE , we have
|(Yw,g)
F | =
∑
E∈Irr(W )
tr(Tw, Eq) tr(g,XE)
=
∑
E∈Irr(W )
∑
C∈W
1
|CW (C)|
tr(Tw, Eq) tr(C, E)R
G
TC
idTC(g).(Eq 2)
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We use the character formula for Deligne-Lusztig characters. (One may refer to [DL76] or
[DM91].) For a rational maximal torus T ⊂ G we have
RGT idT (g) =
1
|LFs |
∑
h∈GF ,hT⊂Ls
RLshT idhT (gu)
=
1
|LFs |
∑
T ′⊂Ls
|NG(T )
F |RLsT ′ idT ′(gu)
where T ′ ⊂ Ls runs over all the rational maximal tori in Ls which is conjugate to T by GF .
Therefore for any C ∈W we have
RGTC idTC(g) =
∑
C˜∈Ws,C˜⊂C
|NG(TC)F |
|NLs(TC˜)
F |
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
=
∑
C˜∈Ws,C˜⊂C
|CW (C)|
|CWs(C˜)|
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)(Eq 3)
where TC˜ ⊂ Ls is the rational maximal torus of Ls of type C˜ ∈ Ws. Here we use the fact that
gs ∈ TF0 , thus F acts trivially on both W and Ws. Thus we have
|(Yw,g)
F | =
∑
E∈Irr(W )
∑
C˜∈Ws
1
|CWs(C˜)|
tr(Tw, Eq) tr(C˜, E|Ws)R
Ls
T
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu).
Here we have an interesting by-product.
Proposition 4.4. If g, g′ ∈ GF are of Jordan normal form and satisfy gu = g′u and CG(gs) =
CG(g
′
s), then |(Yw,g)
F | = |(Yw,g′)F |.
Proof. Note that the formula above only depends on w ∈W , gu, and Ls = CG(gs). 
We recall some facts about Green polynomials and its relation to Deligne-Lusztig characters. It
is known that for any unipotent u ∈ GF of Jordan type λ ⊢ n and for any ρ ⊢ n, we have
RGTρidTρ(u) = Q
λ
ρ(q)
where Qλρ is the Green polynomial defined in [Gre55]. By [Mac95, Chapter III.7] it is easy to check
that
(Eq 4)
(
RGTρidTρ(u)
)
q=1
= Qλρ(1) = X
λ
ρ
where Xλρ is as in Definition 3.1.
As tr(Tw, Eq) is a polynomial of q and R
Ls
T
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu) is a product of polynomials of q, we see that
|(Yw,g)F | is also a polynomial of q. (Recall that Ls ≃ GLλ′1 × · · · ×GLλ′r′ (k), thus R
Ls
T
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu) is
the product of Green polynomials which correspond to each GLλ′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ r
′.) Thus by Lemma
4.3, χ(Yw,g) = |(Yw,g)
F |q=1. Using (Eq 2) we have
|(Yw,g)
F |q=1 =
∑
E∈Irr(W )
∑
C∈W
1
|CW (C)|
tr(w,E) tr(C, E)
(
RGTC idTC(g)
)
q=1
=
(
RGTw idTw (g)
)
q=1
.
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Here we use the “column orthogonality” of the character table, i.e. for any C, C′ ∈W we have∑
E∈Irr(W )
tr(C, E) tr(C′, E) = δC,C′ · |CW (C)|.
Using (Eq 3) we have
(
RGTw idTw(g)
)
q=1
=
∑
C˜∈Ws,C˜⊂Cw
|CW (Cw)|
|CWs(C˜)|
(
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
)
q=1
where Cw ∈W is the conjugacy class containing w ∈ W .
Suppose ρ ⊢ n is the cycle type ofw and recall that gu, gs are of Jordan type λ = (λ1, · · · , λr), λ′ =
(λ′1, · · · , λ
′
r′) ⊢ n, respectively. Then there is a bijection
{C˜ ∈Ws | C˜ ⊂ Cw} → [P (ρ, λ
′)] : C˜ 7→ ψC˜
which corresponds to the cycle type of C˜ in Ws ≃ Sλ′1 × · · · × Sλ′r′ . Then using (Eq 4) it is easy to
show that
|CW (Cw)|
|CWs(C˜)|
(
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
)
q=1
= |{ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) | φg ◦ [ζ] = ψC˜}|.
where φg ∈ [P (λ, λ′)] is the same as (Eq 1).
Example 4.5. Suppose ρ = (3, 2, 2, 2, 1), λ = (7, 3) ⊢ 10, ζ1, · · · , ζ4 ∈ P (ρ, λ) as in Example 4.1.
First we consider λ′ = (10) and φg : 7, 3 7→ 10. Then there is only one possible choice of ψC˜ , namely
ψC˜ : 3, 2, 2, 2, 1 7→ 10. Therefore, ζ1, · · · , ζ4 ∈ P (ρ, λ) are all contained in {ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) | φg ◦ [ζ] =
ψC˜}. On the other hand, in that case
|CW (Cw)|
|CWs(C˜)|
= 1 and
(
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
)
q=1
= 4.
On the other hand, this time we suppose λ′ = (7, 3) ⊢ 10 and φg : 7 7→ 7, 3 7→ 3. Then there are
two choice of ψC˜ , namely,
ψ1 : 3, 2, 2 7→ 7, 2, 1 7→ 3
ψ2 : 2, 2, 2, 1 7→ 7, 3 7→ 3.
Now ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 is contained in {ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) | φg ◦ [ζ] = ψ1} and ζ4 is contained in {ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) |
φg◦[ζ] = ψ2}. Furthermore, in the first case we have
|CW (Cw)|
|CWs(C˜)|
= 3!2!1! = 3 and
(
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
)
q=1
= 1,
whereas in the second case |CW (Cw)|
|CWs(C˜)|
= 3!3! = 1 and
(
RLsT
C˜
idT
C˜
(gu)
)
q=1
= 1.
It is clear that for any ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) there exists a unique C˜ ∈ Ws which satisfies φg ◦ [ζ] = ψC˜ .
Thus (
RGTw idTw(g)
)
q=1
=
∑
C˜∈Ws,C˜⊂Cw
|{ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) | φg ◦ [ζ] = ψC˜}|
= |P (ρ, λ)| = Xλρ .
Thus Theorem 3.2 is proved for k = Fq.
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5. Characteristic p: Spread-out
In this section we assume that chark = p > 0. Here we use spread-out technique which is
as follows. We may assume that there exists a subalgebra A ⊂ k which satisfies the following
property.
(1) A is finitely generated over Fp, i.e. A = Fp[a1, · · · , ad] ⊂ k.
(2) g ∈ G = GLn(k) is defined over A, i.e. it is contained in the image of GLn(A)→ GLn(k).
Thus we may write g ∈ GLn(A). We can also assume that g is of Jordan normal form in GLn(A).
Then there exists Y˜ defined over A with the following fiber diagram.
Y˜
f

Yw,g
ι˜oo
f˜

SpecA Spec k
ιoo
By proper base change, we have ι∗f!QℓY˜ ≃ f˜!ι˜
∗QℓY˜ = f˜!QℓYw,g . Thus
χ(Yw,g) =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i dimHic(Yw,g,Qℓ) =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i dimRif˜!QℓYw,g =
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i dim(Rif!QℓY˜)η
where η ∈ SpecA is the image of ι : Speck→ SpecA or the generic point of SpecA. Let x ∈ SpecA
be a closed point in SpecA. Then its residue field k(x) is a finite extension over Fp, thus is a finite
field. Also we have a following fiber diagram.
Y˜x
ς˜
//
fˆ

Y˜
f

Yw,g
ι˜oo
f˜

Spec k(x)
ς
// SpecA Speck
ιoo
We consider the image of g = gsgu ∈ GLn(A) in GLn(k(x)), say g¯ = g¯sg¯u ∈ GLn(k(x)). Then
this again gives the Jordan decomposition of g¯ and Y˜x is nothing but Yw,g¯ defined over k(x) with
respect to g¯ ∈ GLn(k(x)) and w ∈ W .
By the result in the previous section, we know that χ(Y˜x) = X
λ
ρ where w is of cycle type ρ and
g¯u is of Jordan type λ. As we assume that g = gsgu is Jordan normal form, the Jordan type of
gu and g¯u are the same, thus gu is also of Jordan type λ. Again by proper base change, we have
ς∗f!QℓY˜ ≃ fˆ!ς˜
∗QℓY˜ = fˆ!QℓY˜x . Thus in particular the Euler characteristic of (f!QℓY˜)x is equal to
Xλρ . Since the choice of x is arbitrary, it is true for any closed point in SpecA.
However, f!QℓY˜ is a constructible complex of ℓ-adic sheaves on SpecA. Therefore, the Euler
characteristic of f!QℓY˜ at the generic point, or χ(Yw,g), is generically the same as that at closed
points, or Xλρ . Thus Theorem 3.2 is proved for any k of characteristic 6= 0.
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6. Characteristic 0: Geometric method
In this section we suppose chark = 0. Here we use totally different method from above which
is based on geometry of Yw,g. First we need a lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose w ∈ W and s ∈ S. Then for any g ∈ G, we have χ(Yw,g) = χ(Ysws,g).
Proof. We follow the argument in [DL76, Theorem 1.6]. It suffices to show the following.
(a) For u, v ∈ W such that l(u) + l(v) = l(uv) = l(vu), χ(Yuv,g) = χ(Yvu,g).
(b) For w ∈ W and s ∈ S such that l(sws) = l(w)− 2, χ(Yw,g) = χ(Ysws,g).
In case (a), there is an isomorphism
Yuv,g ≃ Yvu,g : B 7→ B
′
such that B ∼u B′ ∼v gB. In case (b), there is a stratification of Yw,g into two pieces, one of which
maps to Ysw,g with each fiber isomorphic to A1 − {0} and another one maps to Ysws,g with fiber
A1. Since χ(A1 − {0}) = 0 and χ(A1) = 1, we use the lemma below to conclude the result. 
Lemma 6.2. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of varieties over k. Then there is a finite stratification
X = ⊔m∈ZXm, i.e. Xm 6= ∅ for finitely many m ∈ Z, such that for any x ∈ Xm, f−1(x) has Euler
characteristic equal to m. Furthermore, in this case χ(Y ) =
∑
m∈Zm · χ(Xm). In particular, if
χ(f−1(x)) is constant for any x ∈ X then χ(Y ) = χ(f−1(x))χ(X) for any x ∈ X.
Proof. We have χ(Y ) = χ(X, f!QℓY ) where the latter is the Euler characteristic of the complex
f!QℓY on X . Note that f!QℓY is a constructible complex of ℓ-adic sheaves on X . Now it follows
from the comparison theorem between e´tale and complex topology, and an analogous statement in
complex topology. 
Remark. This is in general not true in characteristic p 6= 0. Suppose the Artin-Schreier covering
A1 → A1 : x 7→ xp − x. Then every fiber consists of p points, but 1 = χ(A1) 6= p · χ(A1) = p.
Thus it suffices to prove Theorem 3.2 when w ∈ W has the minimal length in its conjugacy
class, which we assume from now on. If w has a full support, i.e. if w is a Coxeter element, we have
a simple answer.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose w ∈ W is a Coxeter element. Then χ(Yw,g) = 1 if gu is regular unipotent,
and otherwise zero.
Proof. It is known that Yw,g 6= ∅ only if g is regular. Thus we assume g is regular. By [Lus11, 5.8]
Yw,g consists of finitely many CG(g)/ZG-orbits with finite isotropy groups, where ZG is the center
of G. If gu is not regular unipotent, then CG(g) contains a noncentral torus, thus it follows that
χ(Yw,g) = 0 as χ(A1 − {0}) = 0. If gu is regular unipotent then gs is central, thus Yw,g = Yw,gu .
Also by [Lus12, 0.3] Yw,gu is an affine space since so is CG(gu)/ZG. It follows that χ(Yw,g) = 1. 
Since any Coxeter element is of cycle type ρ = (n) ⊢ n and Xλ(n) = δ(n),λ, Theorem 3.2 is proved
in this case. Thus we assume w ∈W is minimal but not a Coxeter element. Again by Lemma 6.1,
we may assume that w has the following cycle decomposition.
w = (1, 2, · · · , ρ1)(ρ1 + 1, · · · , ρ1 + ρ2) · · · (ρ1 + · · ·+ ρs−1 + 1, · · · , n)
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(Recall that ρ = (ρ1, · · · , ρs) ⊢ n is the cycle type of w ∈ W .) The condition that w is not a
Coxeter element implies that 1 ≤ ρ1 < n.
For any flag F = [0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 ⊂ Vn = kn] ∈ B such that dimVi = i for
0 ≤ i ≤ n, if F ∈ Yw,g then gVρ1 = Vρ1 by the definition of Yw,g. If we let P0 ⊂ G be the standard
parabolic subgroup containing B0 which corresponds to {s1, · · · , sρ1−1, sρ1+1, · · · , sn−1} ⊂ S, then
G/P0 ≃ Gr(ρ1,kn) parametrizes ρ1-dimensional subspaces of kn, which we denote by P . We have
a canonical morphism π : B → P which corresponds to G/B0 → G/P0. Then the condition above
implies that π(Yw,g) ⊂ Pg.
Now we suppose g = gsgu ∈ G is of Jordan normal form and let g = gs + gn be the Jordan
decomposition as an element in Lie(G) = gln(k), so that gu = gn + idkn . Also we consider the
following 1-parameter subgroup
γ : Gm(k)→ G : t 7→ diag(1, t, · · · , t
n−1)
Where Gm is an one-dimensional torus. Then
γ(t)g = γ(t)gs +
γ(t)gn = gs + tgn is again the Jordan
decomposition of γ(t)g. Also, for any subspace V ⊂ kn, it is easy to see that g stabilizes V if and
only if γ(t)g stabilizes V . As a result, γ defines an action on Pg by t · V := γ(t)
−1
V .
We wish to apply Lemma 6.2 to the restriction of π on Yw,g which we again denote by π. We
claim that every fiber of π : Yw,g → Pg at each point on a fixed Gm(k)-orbit on Pg is isomorphic
to one another. Indeed, suppose V ∈ Pg and let
w1 = (1, 2, · · · , ρ1), w2 = (ρ1 + 1, · · · , ρ1 + ρ2) · · · (ρ1 + · · ·+ ρs−1 + 1, · · · , n)
such that w = w1w2 = w2w1. Then the fiber of π at V ∈ Pg is isomorphic to Yw′1,g|V × Yw′2,g|V ′
where V ′ := kn/V and
w′1 = (1, · · · , ρ1) ∈ Sρ1 ,
w′2 = (1, · · · , ρ2)(ρ2 + 1, · · · , ρ2 + ρ3) · · · (ρ2 + · · ·+ ρs−1 + 1, · · · , n− ρ1) ∈ Sn−ρ1 .
Likewise on γ(t)
−1
V the fiber is isomorphic to Yw′1,g|γ(t)−1V
× Yw′2,g|γ(t)−1V ′
where γ(t)
−1
V ′ :=
kn/γ(t)
−1
V . This is again isomorphic to Yw′1,γ(t)g|V × Yw′2,γ(t)g|V ′ = Yw
′
1,(gs+tgn)|V
× Yw′2,(gs+tgn)|V ′
by conjugation.
Note that g|V = gs|V +gn|V and (gs+tgn)|V = gs|V +tgn|V are again the Jordan decompositions
of g and (gs + tgn)|V , respectively. Then it is easy to see that g|V and (gs + tgn)|V are conjugate
under GL(V ). Likewise, g|V ′ and (gs + tgn)|V ′ are conjugate under GL(V ′). But this means that
Yw′1,(gs+tgn)|V × Yw′2,(gs+tgn)|V ′ is isomorphic to Yw′1,g|V × Yw′2,g|V ′ , which is what we want.
Now for π : Yw,g → P , we set P = ⊔m∈ZXm as in Lemma 6.2. (Note that P −P
g ⊂ X0.) Then
the claim above asserts that every Xm is preserved by Gm(k)-action. Also note that this action on
P has finite number of fixed points, namely,
PGm(k) = {〈ej1 , · · · , ejρ1 〉 ⊂ k
n | {j1, · · · , jρ1} ⊂ {1, · · · , n}}.
Thus by Lemma 6.2 and the theorem of Bialynicki-Birula [Bia73] we conclude that
χ(Yw,g) =
∑
V ∈PGm(k)
χ(π−1(V )) =
∑
V ∈PGm(k),gV=V
χ(Yw′1,g|V ) · χ(Yw′2,g|V ′ )
where again V ′ = kn/V .
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We use Lemma 6.3. Since w′1 ∈ Sρ1 is a Coxeter element, for any V ∈ P
Gm(k) we have
χ(Yw′1,g|V ) = 1 if and only if g stabilizes V and gu|V is regular unipotent. Otherwise either π
−1(V )
is empty or χ(Yw′1,g|V ) = 0, thus V ∈ X0. Therefore if we let V := {V ∈ P
Gm(k) | gV =
V, gu|V is regular unipotent} then we have
χ(Yw,g) =
∑
V ∈V
χ(Yw′2,g|V ′ ).
There is an one-to-one correspondence between such V ∈ V and Jordan blocks of gu of size ≥ ρ1.
Then the Jordan type of g|V ′ is a partition of n − ρ1 obtained by subtracting ρ1 from the part of
λ = (λ1, · · · , λr) ⊢ n which corresponds to such Jordan block. We set ρ′ to be the cycle type of w′2,
which is the same as the partition of n − ρ1 obtained by removing ρ1 from ρ. Then by induction
on n it is easy to see that
χ(Yw,g) =
∑
V ∈V
χ(Yw′2,g|V ′ ) =
r∑
i=1
|{ζ ∈ P (ρ, λ) | ζ(1) = i}| = |P (ρ, λ)| = Xλρ .
But this is exactly the statement of Theorem 3.2.
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